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BUSINESS DYNAMICS (PRODUCING GOODS)

 CUSTOMER DYNAMICS (PROVIDING SERVICES)

  MARKET DYNAMICS (UNDERSTANDING NEEDS)

“An average human looks without seeing, listens without
hearing, and talks without thinking.” ~Leonardo da Vinci
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HOW TO BUILD A BUFFER AGAINST DISRUPTION

In order for a business to remain successful, it will, on occasion, find itself in an impossible posi-
tion: on the one hand, it needs to be responsive to change, while on the other hand, it has to 
keep fulfilling its promise towards customers with unrivaled consistency.

To cope with this di�cult situation, and to offer businesses both the adaptability and consis-
tency they occasionally require, we distinguish between three dynamics:

 1. BUSINESS DYNAMICS (HR, strategy, structure, supply, systems ..)
 2. CUSTOMER DYNAMICS (marketing, sales, service, support, CRM ..)
 3. MARKET DYNAMICS (research, intent analyses, trends, competition ..)

Each dynamic has its characteristics. While the business dynamics thrive under stable and pre-
dictable conditions, the customer dynamics act as a buffer to absorb the first waves of com-
petitive disruption and others forms of obstruction caused by market dynamics. 

After the threat has been validated and is bound to have a negative impact on achieving the 
objectives of the company, the business dynamics will need to adapt.

The separation of the customer dynamics from Michael Porter’s primary activities allows the 
business to respond more quickly to threats and opportunities in the marketplace. 

With Corporate Ecosystems™ we mean
distributed, adaptive, scalable, sustainable, 

and open socio-technical organizations.

DIstributed Omnichannel Management
includes all entities entitled to reach a customer

with your products and services.


